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This document describes enhancements in Release 14 of the CTM™ User Interface 4.0 (UI). The updated areas are as
follows:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Straight to Match (STM) Support
Pseudo Block Amend at the Allocation
New Near Pair and Force Pair
Selecting a Range of Trades
New Commissions Fields
Multiple Filtering on TLPSET, Security Code, and PSET

It also describes resolved and known issues in this release.

Straight to Match (STM) Support
Straight to Match (STM) is a process in the CTM auto-affirmation workflow that allows investment managers to submit
trades to non-CTM broker/dealers or those CTM broker/dealers that do not yet trade in the given asset class in CTM.
The trade will go to MATCH AGREED in CTM and, if subscribed, the allocations will be sent down to TradeSuite ID™
to be matched against the executing broker's confirm.
Notes
To use STM, CTM requires that investment managers subscribe to the CTM US Depository Interface. To enable your
automatic allocation forwarding to TradeSuite ID, CTM requires the following subscription options:
l
l

[Omgeo] CTM Trade Match (USDA)
CTM Straight to Match (USDS)

For more information on the STM process, see Straight to Match (STM): Overview and Best Practices.
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Manual Entry of an STM Block
When manually creating an STM trade, select either the BIC/BRMG or STMB radio button for the OrgType shown in the
example below using the Standard Template.

Figure 1 Org Type Field
If you select the STMB radio button supply a maximum 34 alpha-numeric value in the resulting Executing Broker
TradeSuite ID # text box shown below.

Figure 2 Executing Broker TradeSuite ID # Field

Copy an STM Block
You can also copy STM blocks. Figure 3 shows how CTM carries the values from an original block to the copied block
for a different Financial Instrument. You are required to enter a value in the Executing Broker TradeSuite ID # text
box.

Figure 3 STM Block Copy Fields
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Pseudo Block Amend at the Allocation
This release enables all users to amend their block fields for a trade in which the block was generated by CTM (also
referred to as a pseudo block). You can only amend the block fields in the process of amending an allocation.
The following block fields are amendable:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Financial Instrument
Buy/Sell
Coupon Rate
Dated Date
Maturity Date
Numbering Agency/Country Code

l
l
l
l
l
l

Number of Days Accrued
Party Capacity
Price
Quantity
Security Code
Security Description

l
l
l
l
l
l

Settlement Date
Total Trade Amount
Trade Conditions
Trade Date
Transaction Indicator
Yield

Near Pair Trades
Near Pair gives the buy-side and sell-side the ability to identify potential counterparty trades that could pair with a given
block. Near Pair is available on a block in a MACH, MISM, PEND, and NMAT Match status. For investment managers only,
once a block is identified, CTM also provides the ability to force pair your block with a counterparty block.
Note
While buy-side and sell-side users can use the Near Pair feature, only buy-side (investment managers) users with the Force
Pair role can force pair trades. For broker/dealers, Near Pair offers better visibility into potential L1 pairing blocks.

CTM uses L1 pairing criteria when it presents near pair candidates in the UI.
To identify near pair candidates:
1. In any of the Trade Exceptions tabs, select a My Side block and click the Near Pair button circled in the All
Exceptions tab example below:

Figure 4 Start the Near Pair Query
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CTM displays the Near Pair dialog box, which contains three areas. As shown in Figure 5, the second area, Selected
TradeLevel, reflects the block (also known as a TradeLevel) that you selected in the first step.

Figure 5 Selected TradeLevel
2. Review your options and make corresponding selections in the Near Pair dialog box as follows:
o

Near Pair Criteria—Use the fields in the first area, Near Pair Criteria to fine-tune your search for a near pair
based on additional criteria. The example below shows the Near Pair Criteria area with the default Trade Date
field date range and additional criteria selected, the same Executing Broker from the selected block,
EBUIRORG20.

o

Near Pair Candidates—To further specify the type of counterparty blocks that CTM returns, ensure that you
select the Show radio button in the third area, Near Pair Candidates, as follows:
l
l

Force Pair—returns only those blocks that you can force pair.
All Near Pair—returns all blocks that match the search criteria.

3. Click Search in the first panel, Near Pair Criteria.
You can see the result of your query in the Near Pair Candidates area. The full list of fields for each block is follows:
l
l
l
l
l

L1 Diff
Security
B/S
Qty
Price

l
l
l
l
l

Executing Broker
Investment Manager
Trade Curr
Total Trd Amt
Total Comm

l
l
l
l
l

Trade Date
Settle Date
Block Status
Block Rej
CTM Trade ID
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The Near Pair candidates returned share the same asset class of the My Side Trade Level the Near Pair was run
against.
Show → Force Pair Example
In the Figure 6 example below, the Show → Force Pair radio button was selected in the Near Pair Candidates area
but no additional near pair criteria was included in the query.

Figure 6 Force Pair Query Results
If you add the Buy/Sell and Quantity criteria circled below, then the near pair response only returned a single near
pair candidate which had one L1 difference (also circled in Figure 7). Note that depending on the counterparty trades,
the response could return multiple trades with different L1 differences.

Figure 7 Force Pair Query Results Based on Expanded Criteria

Run an All Near Pair Query
If you want to run an All Near Pair query, select the Show → All Near Pair radio button and optionally modify the
criteria in the Near Pair Criteria area just as you did for the Show → Force Pair query described in Show → Force Pair
Example.
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Where To Go From Here
The action you take next depends on where you think the error has occurred with a trade and the actions that are enabled
for your User ID.

Your Counterparty's Trade Contains Incorrect Information
If you believe your counterparty has entered a value incorrectly and this is the reason why your trades aren't matching,
then you should reject the counterparty trade. To do this requires that you select the counterparty side of the trade in the
main grid, click Reject Trade, and then follow the onscreen instructions.

Your Trade Contains Incorrect Information
As an investment manager, if the incorrect value is in your side of the trade you can force pair the blocks or modify the
incorrect value in your OMS and resubmit the trade. Both actions result in CTM updating the statuses and values in the
UI.
To force pair the trade from the Near Pair dialog box:
1. Select the block that you want to force pair.
Figure 8 shows the selected block, which turns yellow when selected.

Figure 8 Select the Block to Force Pair
2. Click Force Pair.
The UI displays the Force Pair Block dialog box in which you can add a comment, shown in the example below.

3. Click Force Pair again.
The UI displays the standard confirmation pop-up in the lower right section of your screen.

Selecting a Range of Trades
This release enables all users to select multiple trades or a range of trades. This functionality is available in the Trade
Exceptions and the Match Agreed views.
To select a range of contiguous trades:
n

Select a trade component, click the Shift key, and then select the final trade (not the check box) in the range to select
all of the trade components in between.
The number of trades selected is added to the footer, circled in the Figure 9 example.
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Figure 9 Selecting Trades

Rejecting and Cancelling a Range of Trades
This release includes a new feature for all users to select multiple trades or a range of trades when submitting a reject or
cancel trade request.
Note
The UI only displays the Cancel Trade and Reject Trade buttons if you have Cancel Trade and Reject Trade
roles in CTM. If you do not have the required roles, the UI does not allow the corresponding cancel actions.

To reject or cancel the selected trades:
1. With the trades selected, click either Reject Trade or Cancel Trade.
The UI displays the corresponding dialog box; in this case, the Cancel Block dialog box, an example of which is
shown in Figure 10 for the four blocks selected in the previous screen capture.

Figure 10 Canceling or Rejecting Multiple Trade Components
Starting in Release 14, you can select and clear the circled check box in the column header on the top left of Figure
10 to do any of the following:
o
o
o

Select all by selecting the check box.
Select none by clearing the check box.
Select a subset of blocks by clearing and then individually selecting blocks to cancel or reject.
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2. Click Cancel Trade after you have made your selections.
The UI displays the standard confirmation pop-up in the lower right section of your screen.
Note
The maximum number of trades that you can reject or cancel at once has been increased from 50 to 100.

New Commission Fields
This release introduces new optional commission fields for investment managers and broker dealers.

Commission Reason Code
The new Reason field has been added to Commissions section at the block and allocation shown below.

The currently allowed Reason codes are listed in Table 1, but the UI always displays the latest list from which you can
choose.
Table 1 Commission Reason Codes
Code Value

Description

ANAL

Analysis

CUST

Custody

DIRE

Directed (Commission Recapture, Directed Brokerage, Plan Sponsor Arrangement, Rebate Commission)

EXEC

Execution

FUSA

Fund Sales

NONE

None

OTCT

OTC Trading

PRIC

Pricing Services

RESE

Reserved

RSRC

Research

SODO

Soft Dollar or Independent Research

UNDE

Underwriting
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Directed Commission Composite of Fields
At the allocation, both investment managers and broker/dealers can include directed commission information starting in
this release.
To view the new Directed Commission composite of fields, click the + Add a Field link in an open allocation dialog box.
Doing so adds it to all of your subsequent allocations.
Figure 11 shows the fields in the new Directed Commission composite.

Figure 11 Directed Commission

Multiple Filtering on TLPSET, Security Code, and PSET
As part of this release, all users can now select multiple filters—up to a maximum of five— for the following fields:
l
l

At the block, TLPSET and Security Code.
At the allocation, PSET.

The UI applies the Contains and Does not Contain filtering rules. Figure 12 shows an example of five filters using the
Contains filtering rule.

Figure 12 New Filters

Resolved and Known Issues
Table 2 describes the resolved issues in this release.
Table 2 Resolved Issues
Area

Resolved Issue

Advanced Search

A broker matching group (BRMG) type has been added to the Advanced Search Counterparty Namefield.

Allocation L2 Summary View

The Accrued Interest field has been added to the allocation L2 summary view.

Export to PDF

The PDF has been updated to export the broker's Match Agreed values for financial and additional disclosure fields
instead of the buy side values.

Broker’s TLPSET

The executing broker’s TLPSET is now visible on the TradeDetail PSET when the SSI enrichment was provided
on the block and when there is no TradeDetail SSI enrichment. This update applies to the broker’s PSET that is
displayed in the main grid and Trade Side Details of the trade.
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Table 3 describes the known issues in this release.
Table 3 Known Issues
Area

Known Issue

Broker’s TLPSET

A known issue in this release occurs when an executing broker copies a single, multi, or all allocations as follows:
the TLPSET will not be visible on the TradeDetail PSET when the SSI enrichment was provided on the block.

Export to PDF

An additional blank page on the PDF is generated when there are leading spaces and/or blank lines in the
Additional Text field.

Near Pair Candidates

An L1 difference is highlighted for a Security Description difference instead of Security Code difference.

Browser

It is our recommendation to use the Chrome over Internet Explorer 11 browser.

Changes in This Version of the Document
This version of the document includes the following updates:
l
l

Additional information after the list of fields in Step 3 in the Near Pair Candidates section.
Two new rows at the end of Known Issues.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and training in the DTCC Learning Center, go to Institutional Trade Processing.

Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information
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